
Value Scales Exercise
Value Worksheet

Vocabulary:
       VALUE:  the difference of a particular medium (pencil, charcoal, paint, etc) ranging from light to dark.
         SHADING:  process of creating values to give shapes a sense of form, or to create an illusion of depth within a composition.
                            •Stippling:  uses groups of dots to form values
                            •Hatching (single direction)/ Crosshatching (different directions): layered lines to create value: hatching uses small lines 
                                                                                                               drawn all in the same way &crosshating uses lines in different directions.
Directions:
1)   Using your drawing pencils and color pencils to create different and distinct value shifts from light to dark in each of 
the  boxes provided.  
2)   Illustrate an understanding of the two shading techniques listed below: smooth gradation of value, hatching/cross-
hatching in each of the two different media (pencil & colored pencil).
 When creating the PENCIL scales show use of the entire set of pencils
 Select ONE color with black & white to complete the COLOR pencil scale

Directions: 
Using your drawing pencils, create different and distinct value shifts 
from light to dark in each of the boxes provided.  Illustrate an 
understanding of two shading techniques: smooth gradation of 
value and hatching/cross-hatching.   
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Hatching / CrosshatchingSmooth Gradation
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